**FIVE THINGS TO CONSIDER WHEN USING VIDEO TUTORIALS TO SUPPORT YOUR TEACHING**

1. **EFFECTIVE USE OF TIME**

   Dr. Terri Pantuso (Instructional Assistant Professor, English, and an ACUE-credited faculty member) created video tutorials for various topics in ENGL 104 that students could access at any time. This eliminated having to repeat instructions. Tutorial topics included how to format papers in Word, a walkthrough of the rubric with sample paper to clarify grading, and guidance on research and APA citation format.

   "The biggest benefit is repetition and access. I will still cover these skills in class, but giving students the ability to access that information again will be helpful for those who did not attend for some reason, or will also help students as a refresher. They can’t possibly retain it all in a live setting - this continues the learning beyond the classroom."

2. **BENEFITS**

   "The biggest challenges were software and uploading issues. I had to learn how to use Camtasia as a whiteboard with my voice overlay. I also had to learn how to edit the videos so that I could eliminate dead air time. The next issue was getting the YouTube uploads completed but these were all issues easily resolved with time."

3. **CHALLENGES**

4. **EXAMPLES**

   How to access instructor feedback in Canvas:
   https://youtu.be/fcCu_xNiIoU

   How to format the research paper APA 7th edition style:
   https://youtu.be/5dvcuGhRpH0

   "It’s worth the time to do it the first time because you can reuse them in the future."

   "Be prepared to buy the university offered version of Camtasia and learn how to use it."

   "Have patience with the software and don’t be afraid to try something new. Reach out to IT and AI for help as well as the support services that come with the software you use."